
 

  

The 470 was developed alongside the flybridge to mirror its  

incredible features while offering a slightly sportier design and  

the ability to close off the top deck.

470 
SKYDECK

Fitted with the same innovations as the 460 and 500 series, this model pushes 

the boundaries even further with its incredible Skydeck feature. Sporting  

aggressive design typical of a hardtop, it manages to fit a fully functional  

top deck with a retractable helm station and a leisure area. When not in 

use, simply push a button to close it off with a soft top without any need for  

disassembly. 

The edgy exterior is highlighted by everyone’s favorite feature - the Beach 

Mode. The drop-down sides extend the usable cockpit area to over 5,6m and 

when paired with the side sliding windows they create an incredible leisure 

area for all to enjoy. Notice the large glass panels over the saloon with an  

automatic sunroof above the helm. Not often do you get to enjoy one  

combined with a top deck on a yacht this size. 

Up top, guest will find a double helm seat and U-shaped seating area with 

amazing visibility all around. The bow settee can be easily turned into a sun-

deck while the hydraulic bath platform will handle most dinghies and jet skis 

and provide great water access. 

The saloon holds a forward dining and entertainment area, with a pop-up TV 

and a table that can be lowered to create two extra berths if such need arises. 

The fully equipped kitchen is moved back and allows to serve drinks to the 

outside bar - smart! Long staying guests will appreciate the full-sized fridge, 

dishwasher, and plenty of storage area all around. A lovely rest area for two 

people is located just opposite the kitchen and can face both inside and out, 

once the windows slide away. 

Down below a total of six berths is spread around three cabins. The masted  

is located midship and occupies the whole width of the yacht while still  

providing an extra rest area and an en-suite bathroom. The forward VIP cabin 

also has private access to the second bathroom down below and could be 

considered the owners on many of the competitors. The last guest cabin holds 

twin bunk beds, perfect for kids or a pair of friends.

The 470 SKYDECK is an amazing combination of substance and style, offering 

a closable top deck, glass sunroof and a Beach Mode in one package. 
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Various cockpit options are available including a roto-seat      

Great handling of the sport-oriented 470 model      

Notice the sporty profile and lar-

ge windows, a staple of a Galeon 

design

470 
SKYSKY





Serve drinks to the outside bar on the port side      

The Bow rest area offers proper seats with back support!      

The 470 can be fitted with the  

incredible Beach Mode, a cockpit 

roto-seat and a transformable bow 

rest area - impressive! 

Beach ModeBeach Mode
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Lati GreyLati Grey 
A bright and welcoming interior shows attention 

to detail
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Take control of the yacht from the helm on the main deck      The dinnete and rest area, notice the large sunroof above      

The large windows slide forward opening up the interior!      A well equipped galley is moved back      



  
Lati GreyLati Grey 
A large owner’s cabin is located midship
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Two bathrooms are located below deck      Bunk beds in the guest bedroom      

The forward VIP cabin with skylights above      The owner’s cabin offers a private bathroom for comfort      





Every Galeon can be had in  

a variety of colorways with paint 

and wrap options available

LIMITED EDITIONLIMITED EDITION
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The amazing custom design of  

the interior with a luxurious high 

gloss finish
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High quality custom fixtures      Front VIP cabin with large glass panels above      

Three cabins down below for a total of six berths      The galley is located back and offers a large worktop      



 

      The top deck can be closed off with a soft top roof       Bow rest area with a pop-up table

      With the Beach Mode down the cockpit space is amazing       Large cockpit for al fresco dining
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Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 1

Bridge clearance 2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines
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